Abstract-This paper describes an approach for automatic forest boundary delineation in aerial images with special emphasis on spatially contiguous and reproducible results. The JSEG segmentation method has been found to produce meaningful image segmentation results. Nevertheless, its outcome turned out not to be sufficient to match the semantic meaning required for forest vegetation. To overcome this conceptual limitation the combination with wavelet transformation gives access to additional texture features and leads to robust forest boundaries. Preliminary results are encouraging, especially without any subjective decisions. The ongoing research focuses on the integration of digital terrain and surface data and other texture features in order to increase accuracy and robustness of forest delineation.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of Swiss National Forest Inventory (NFI) is to record in detail the current state within the Swiss forest in a representative and reproducible manner [1] , [2] , [3] . About 7000 aerial images covering the whole of Switzerland which can be used for extracting forest features are incorporated into the ongoing inventory process of NFI3. The interpretation work in NFI3 is mostly done by the interpreters which remain subjective and add production-oriented uncertainty. Therefore objective methods for forest inventory should be introduced to avoid human interpretation error and allow reproducible results.
Forest stand delineation is one of the key issues of forest management. The Swiss NFI, like most of the European national forest inventories, permanent as well as temporary samples are used during one inventory period. But the coarse spatial grid of the sampling design in NFI is not suitable for local assessment of forest stands, hence spatially contiguous and automatic boundary detection of forest-stands is one of the prerequisites to overcome such limitations. Enhancing segmentation methods for robust and automatic delineation of large image catalogs is the selected approach to overcome current NFI interpretation and sampling deficiencies.
Various methods have been proposed for forest boundary delineation such as segmentation of satellite data [4] or analysis of single tree crown [5] . Taking advantage from the high spatial resolution of NFI images, the texture within forest areas contains additional features to characterize the forest cover. In this paper, we suggest a new method by combining the JSEG method [6] for the initial image segmentation processing and wavelet transformation for texture features extraction. In comparison with the simple JSEG method without integrating additional texture feature, our combined method substantially improves the quality of forest boundary delineation for varying aerial images. Additionally, this technique offers a completely automatic process of forest boundary delineation for the NFI.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Study Aerial Images
The aerial images in our database have been made available by the Swiss Federal Office of Topography with a scale of 1:30000. The test images are with 0.5m resolution scanned, containing varying luminance and green color distribution. Most of the images are located in the midlands of Switzerland and are partially covered by deciduous low land forest.
B. JSEG Algorithm
Segmentation is the process that subdivides an image into homogenous regions. JSEG is one of the color image segmentation methods which provide robust segmentation results on a large variety of color images. The essential idea of JSEG is to separate the segmentation process into two independent steps, color quantization [7] and spatial segmentation. In the first step, colors in the image are quantized to several representing classes that can be used to differentiate regions in the image. Afterwards, image pixel colors are replaced by their corresponding color class labels, thus forming a class-map of the image. Later on, the image pixel colors are replaced by their corresponding color class labels which construct a class-map image.
Let Z be the set of all N data points in a class-map. Let
, Z z∈ and m be the mean,
and
Here W S is the total variance of points belonging to the same class. Define, Fig. 1 shows the segmentation results with different region merging thresholds ( th represents the region merge threshold and num represents the resulting segmented regions). It is possible to delineate the forest boundary by choosing the optimal threshold th for selected images, but not for a large image database. This implies that robust forest delineation can not be achieved only relying on JSEG segmentation. Finding the appropriate thresholds for aerial images with different luminance and varying color distribution in a large image databases remains therefore difficult.
Since forest boundary delineation is more a semantic concept than a mathematical definition, additional and invariant features characterizing forest areas need to be added to improve forest boundary delineation. The region merge method used in JSEG only depends on the color information between neighbor regions and it often fails to distinguish forest from other landscape areas.
Extending color image segmentation with texture features has been implemented in several approaches [8] , [9] . In comparison with traditional satellite data, aerial images have a Figure 1 . JSEG segmentation result higher spatial resolution which endows the forest areas with additional texture features. Using wavelets to describe texture features is a well-known approach, but so far few studies combine segmentation and wavelets to obtain forest boundary.
C. Filter the Field Areas
By implementing JSEG without the region merge step, we get initially over-segmented sub-areas (Fig. 2, left side) . Indepth analysis of the green color histograms (GCH) of different sub-areas reveals that GCH of flat field areas without forest show quasi a Gaussian shaped and symmetrical distribution while forest areas represent a wide band distributed essentially over the whole color range mainly caused by scattered shadows between single trees. Therefore, by applying Gaussian curve fitting, most of the field areas can be filtered out. Two parameters define (1) the full width at half maximum δ , and (2) , will be specified as a field area.
D. Texture Feature Extraction from Wavelet Ttransformation
In the past two decades, wavelet theory [10] emerged and became a mathematical framework which provides a solid and unified approach to multi-resolution representations. It has been widely used for discrimination of different image textures [11] , [12] , [13] . In this paper, wavelet transformation is used to extract the energy feature as a texture feature for region merging. We use high order wavelet transformation of the green component in RGB color space and reconstruct the image according to the wavelet decomposition coefficients. From the reconstructed image, the energy feature which represents mainly texture, is calculated using Eq.6.
Let j W denote the pixel value in the n n × window centered at pixel k in the reconstructed image using th j wavelet decomposition coefficients. Then the energy feature of the pixel is calculated to be the averaged 1 l -norm as The experimental results indicate that after extending JSEG region merging with texture features, forest areas can be distinguished in a more robust way. Obviously, the additional texture features are suitable to make discrimination between forest and the other landscapes. The approach presented in this study offers a completely automatic process and delivers proper delineation of forest boundaries based on JSEG and wavelets texture features A further improvement of the delineation robustness can be expected with use of laser scanned terrain and surface data, which doesn't contain any color information but true object height information. The efficient integration of terrain and surface data sets will be our next research focus. Later on, further research is needed to find out which combination of texture and color discrimination yields the best and most robust results. Since several other texture features [14] , [15] , [16] can be derived from the image data, there is a great interest in the real discrimination capabilities of these texture features.
Currently only several typical midland areas have been investigated in detail. Extending the test area to alpine regions will be important for further verification of the method. Because all calculations are implemented as automatic processes, systematic optimization of segmentation performance will be another important research topic.
